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NSCI has 5 Strategic Themes
Create systems that can apply exaflops of computing power to 
exabytes of data.
Keep the United States at the forefront of  HPC capabilities.
Improve HPC application developer productivity
Make HPC readily available
Establish hardware technology for future HPC systems.
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International Exascale Software 
Project Meetings

Overall goal:
• Bring together the international community to explore plans and identify gaps for 

producing a software infrastructure capable of supporting exascale applications
Meeting history:

1. Santa Fe, NM, US, April 2009
2. Paris, France, June 2009
3. Tsukuba, Japan, October 2009
4. Oxford, UK, April 2010
5. Maui, HI, US, October 2010
6. San Francisco, US, April 2011
7. Cologne, Germany, October 2011
8. Kobe, Japan, April 2012

SC08 (Austin), SC09 (Portland), ISC09, SC10 (NOLA), ISC10, SC11 (Seattle)
www.exascale.org: White Papers and Slides



IESP Roadmap (2009 – 2012)
The IESP Roadmap presented a multidimensional analysis of the 
major challenges to be overcome in order to create a software 
infrastructure capable of supporting exaflop performance on next 
generation systems, and made a cogent case for the urgency of 
starting that work as soon as possible.  

Spurred in some degree by the work of the IESP and its Roadmap, 
the United States, the Europe an Union, and Japan have, in the past 
three years, moved aggressively to develop their own plans for 
achieving exascale computing in the next decade



IESP Roadmap Components www.exascale.org



IESP BDEC        
BDEC derived much of its impetus from the earlier work 

• International Exascale Software Project (IESP)
• European Exascale Software Initiative (EESI)
• European Exascale Software Initiative 2 (EESI2)
• European eXtreme Data and Computing Initiative (EXDCI)



Big Data and Extreme Computing workshops series (BDEC)
http://www.exascale.org/bdec/

Overarching goal: 
1.Create an international collaborative process focused on the co-design of software 
infrastructure for extreme scale science, addressing the challenges of both extreme scale 
computing and big data, and supporting a broad spectrum of major research domains,
2.Describe funding structures and strategies of public bodies with Exascale R&D goals 
worldwide
3.Establishing and maintaining a global network of expertise and funding bodies in the 
area of Exascale computing

BDEC Workshop, Charleston, SC, USA, April 29-May 1, 2013
BDEC Workshop, Fukuoka, Japan, February 26-28, 2014
BDEC Workshop, Barcelona, Spain, January 28-30, 2015
BDEC Workshop being Planning in the USA for March 2016



1 - BDEC Workshop, Charleston, SC, USA, April 
29-May 1, 2013

Big Data and Extreme-scale Computing (BDEC) 
Workshop, Charleston, SC, USA, April 29-May 1, 2013

• Workflow Issues
• Architecture Challenges
• Higher Level Data Challenges : Data provenance, Policy 

based data management, Environments that support new types 
of data-driven research, Shared software infrastructure for 
intermediate processing

• Software Challenges: Tools to support real-time monitoring 
and observation of workflows, Coordination between data 
movement and compute services,  Mechanisms to support fault 
tolerant workflows in data analysis, Mini-apps to support 
infrastructure co-design, Integration of widely used BD-capable 
data libraries into standard packages, Common tools for 
managing and exploring data, Interoperability Challenges

Europe-USA-Asia Big Data and Extreme Computing series of workshops 
(BDEC)
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Big Data and Extreme Computing
High-end data analytics and HPC are both 
essential elements of an integrated computing 
research-and-development agenda; 

• Big compute generates and is needed to analyze big data
• Networking and memory performance are critical to both

Programming models and tools are perhaps the 
biggest point of divergence between the 
scientific-computing and big-data ecosystems.



EcoSystems



As#scien(fic#research#increasingly#depends#on#both#high5speed##
compu(ng#and#data#analy(cs,#the#poten(al#interoperability#and##

scaling#convergence#of#these#two#ecosystems#is#crucial#to#the#future.##



Mahout:"machine"learning"tool"
Hive:"data"warehouse"so3ware"
Pig:""provide"high"level"language"for"big"
data"
Sqoop:"exchange"data"with"tradi9onal"
database"
Flume:"log"management"
Zookeeper:"maintaining"consistency"
Storm:"real;9me"computa9on"system."
Hbase:"a"distributed,"scalable"big"data"
store."
AVRO:""data"serializa9on"system."

Data=Analy@c=

FORTRAN,C,C++:"languages"
PAPI:"performance"and"debugging"tool"
MPI/OpenMP:"mul9;core"parallel"model"
SLURM:"batch"scheduler""
Lustre:"parallel"file"system"

Computa@onal=Science==

NOTE:==The=Divergence=of==
Big=Data=and=HPC=
EcoPSystems!=



How Did We Get Here
Previous BDEC meetings: US & JP

Application Drivers: Astronomy, Medical, Genomics, Climate, Human 
Brain, Satellite images (GIS), Social Networks, etc.

Good discussions on converged / shared problems:

• Architecture, operations, software stack, algorithms
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The BDEC effort carries forward the general mission of the IESP the 
co - design of software infrastructure for extreme scale science 
drawing on international cooperation and supporting a broad 
spectrum of major research domains; but it reframes the problems 
involved to fully take account of varied (and evolving) workflow 
patterns that such different communities of inquiry must create to 
work with both data and computing resources that are 
unprecedented in their scale 



Broad Goals
Develop ways for EC and BD communities to work closely together 

Develop a shared vision for the future

• Architecture & Facilities
• Software
• Applications

Identify key research areas and develop a roadmap for building and 
extending BDEC capabilities in support of science


